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The SEF is an innovative think tank dedicated to building a free, pluralistic, and independent homeland 

that rests on a strong economy to ensure a life of freedom and dignity for all Syrians. The organization 

will serve as an information resource for all matters relating to the Syrian economy, and its members 

will conduct economic research and publish scholarly reports. Beyond those attributes typically 

associated with a traditional think tank, the SEF will organize the private sector to advocate for the 

economic reforms needed in post-Assad Syria. The organization will develop policy proposals 

necessary for the birth of a free market economy that upholds equal opportunities of access for the 

welfare and prosperity of all Syrians. The days are coming when a free Syria will be governed by laws 

and not men, and the SEF will be at the forefront of economic restructuring that will restore the status, 

dignity, and rights of the Syrian homeland and people. 
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Summary:  

Syria is on the verge of a famine due to severe food shortages, especially in strategic crops such 
as wheat and lentils. This pushed us to study the impact of the Syrian crisis on strategic crops, 
identify the major factors behind the sharp decline in crop production, and present the most 
important feasible support strategies to prevent famine in Syria. 

 

We interviewed 160 farmers in Syria (Aleppo 
and Idlib), which allowed for analysis of the 
current state of crops. We identified an acute 
decrease in wheat production by 53% per acre, 
lentils by 73%, barley by 70%, and chickpeas 
by 30%. We studied the production variations 
before and after the crisis in Syria, which 
showed substantial and significant variations 
resulting from the crisis in Syria. Additionally, we studied the repercussions of the Syrian crisis on 
one acre's value of production, which sharply decreased by 69.5% in Aleppo and by 61.9% in Idlib. 
When we studied the variations between the crop yield before and during the crisis, the result 
revealed substantial and significant variations caused by the crisis. 
We identified the mean factors behind the decreased value of production and productivity of crops 
per acre, including high expenses of production supplies; scarcity of pesticides, sterilizers and 
fertilizers; lack of combine harvesters and sorting and filtering machines; high costs of fuel; and 
fluctuations in exchange rates. 
The study presented the mean and direct 
impact of the crisis on the agricultural process. 
During the crisis, farmers have been prevented 
from accessing their lands or attending to their 
crops. Farmers face seizure of most of their 
lands, in addition to having their crops burned 
and pulverized. The deteriorating security 
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situation has led to the mass migrations of farmers due to the lack of safety.  
 

 an play tGovernmen Interim Syrian the that recommend we crisis, agricultural this to response In
 by famine of risk the preventing and citizens Syrian of suffering the alleviating in role effective 

 and supplies, production purchase to farmers allow to loans or prices incentive Providing 1) 
foodstuffs. basic Securing 2) 

 

:Introduction 

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) issued a statement in 2013 about the agricultural 
sector in Syria, which said: "The agricultural sector is considered as one of the most damaged 
economic sectors in Syria due to the ongoing conflict across the whole country". 
A recent study by Economic and Social Commission for Western Africa (ESCWA) said in October 
2013 that the agricultural sector’s share in Syria's GDP has declined from 17.6% in 2010 to 5% 
in 2013, and lost around 595 million dollars. 
 
A report by the Planning Directorate of the regime’s Ministry of Agriculture said that "the strategic 
crops have recorded a volume of regression in the planted lands by 83% for wheat, 86% for 
barley, 47% for sugar beet, and 33% for cotton.” (Regime Ministry of Agriculture, 2013). 

 

Problem: Research 

The strategic crops play a critical role in the agricultural economy and constitute "the country's 
backbone" by securing the basic needs for food commodities. Yet their production has dropped by 
more than 56% (FAO, 2013), posing a serious threat of a real famine in Syria. 

 

Hypothesis: Research 

• There are no essential variations between one acre's average production before and 
after the crisis. 

• There are no essential variations between one acre's average value of production before 
and after the crisis. 
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Importance: Research  

 productivity agricultural in regression severe this behind factors mean the presents research The
Syria. in crisis the during 

Purpose: Research  

 and problems the solve to sstrategie support possible mean the identify to aims research The
 secure and production stimulate to order in agriculture Syrian facing difficulties the overcome

Syria. in people for foodstuffs essential 

 

Limitations: and Sample Research  

 farmers all reach not could We Syria. northwestern in farmers 160 of sample random a took We
situation. security the to due study under area the in located  

 

Collection: Data of Method  

We established a clear framework to identify the farmers, and took a sample by dividing the 
countryside of Aleppo and Idlib into four areas. We chose 40 villages from Aleppo and the liberated 
countryside in Idlib that produce strategic crops (wheat, barley, lentils and chickpeas) to include in 
the study. In Aleppo, we visited villages and farms located in Ezaz and Jabal Samaan. In Idlib, we 
visited villages and farms located in Jisir Al-Shughour and Sahl Al-Rouj. Each area was visited by 
a team of two data collectors who relied on the town mayor to identify the farmers in the area under 
study.  
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 tools survey The situation. current their and farmers the to redtailo survey a designed We
 of costs acre; per productivity crops; planted of types area; planted the about questions included
 difficulties crops; the affecting pests crisis; the during and before pesticides and fertilizers, seeds,
 are questions The face. they that problems major other and marketing; and sorting, harvesting, of

survey. attached the in included 
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Analytic Study: 

 Crop to According Categories Farmers’
Types: 

 ostm the was wheat that shows (1) Diagram
 followed (47.65%), crop farmed frequently
 (18.12%), barley (20.13%), chickpeas by
 planting wheat The (14.09%). lentils and
 need daily people's the to due priority took

bread. for 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram (2) compares the four crops’ percentages in Aleppo and Idlib. Wheat accounted for 
58.33% of crops in Idlib and 40.45% in Aleppo. Chickpeas accounted for 25% of crops in Idlib and 
16.85% in Aleppo. However, the percentage of barley and lentils crops in Idlib is less than Aleppo, 
as illustrated in diagram (2). 

 

 Distribution Proportional (1): Diagram
Crops Four the of
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Acre: per Crops of Productivity Mean The 

Diagram (3) presents the variations between the mean productivity of crops per acre before and 
during the crisis in Aleppo and Idlib.  

 

 

Study of the Impact of the Syrian Crisis on Mean Productivity per Acre: 
To study the variations in mean productivity of the four crops per acre before and during the crisis, 
we tested the first hypothesis: “Are there any essential variations with statistical significance 
between one acre's productivity of the four crops before and during the crisis?” 

 

Hypothesis Testing: 
 

• Null Hypothesis H0: there is no essential change with a statistical significance between one 

acre's mean productivity from each of the four crops before and during the crisis. 

• Alternative Hypothesis H1: there is an essential change with a statistical significance 

between one acre's mean productivity from each of the four crops before and during the 

crisis. 

province. Idlib in hypothesis first the testing of results the presents (1) Table 
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 and Before Productivity Average Acre's One between ionsVariat the Testing (1): Table
Idlib in Crisis the During 

Results Testing (kgs) Idlib 
Crops 

Probability Difference ig.S 
 the During

Crisis 

 the Before

Crisis 

99% Essential 0.000 201 360 Wheat 
99% Essential 0.001 115 329 Barley 

- Inessential 0.175 62 117 Lentils 
- Inessential 0.735 280 357 Chickpeas 

 

Table (2) presents the results of the first hypothesis testing on the four crops in Aleppo province. 
 the ingDur and Before Productivity Acre's One between Variations the Testing (2): Table

Aleppo in Crisis 

 

 

 four the of productivity acre's one between variations essential are there that showed testing The
 Idlib in chickpeas and lentils exception the with Idlib, and Aleppo in study under are that crops

that: means This province. 

 

 Aleppo in crops mean four the of productivity the affected adversely has iscris Syrian The
Idlib. and 

To clarify the effect of the crisis on the four crops, we studied the proportional change in mean 
production of each crop per acre, as illustrated in diagram (4). The table numbers show a dramatic 
regression of mean productivity of the four crops per acre before and during the crisis in both 
Aleppo and Idlib provinces. Mean production of one acre of wheat dropped by an average 53% in 
both provinces—66% in Aleppo and 44% in Idlib. Mean production of one acre planted with barley 

Results Testing (kgs) Aleppo 
Crops 

Probability Difference ig.S 
 the During

Crisis 

 the Before

Crisis 

99% Essential 0.000 94 274 Wheat 
99% Essential 0.000 63 229 Barley 
99% Essential 0.000 31 133 Lentils 
99% Essential 0.000 65 126 Chickpeas 
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dropped by an average of 70% in both provinces—72% in Aleppo and 65% in Idlib. Mean production 
of one acre planted with lentils declined by 73% in both provinces—77% in Aleppo and 47% in 
Idlib. Finally, mean production of one acre of chickpeas dropped by an average of 30% in both 
provinces levels—56% in Aleppo and 22% in Idlib. The results demonstrate a sharp decline in 
mean production; the decline is more drastic in Aleppo than in Idlib due to the fierce war waged by 
the Assad regime on Aleppo.        

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Crisis the During and Before Acre per Productivity Mean in Regression (4): Diagram 

 
 
Mean Value of production of Crops per Acre: 

 Idlib in acre per production of aluev crops’ four the between variations the displays (5) Diagram
crisis. the during and before Aleppo, and  

Aleppo  Idlib 
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Acre: per production of Value Mean on Crisis Syrian the of Impact the of Study 

 and before acre per crops four the of production of value mean between variations the study To
 with variations essential any there "Are hypothesis: second the tested we crisis, the uringd

 during and before crops four the of production of value acre's one between significance statistical
crisis?” the 

Testing: Hypothesis The 

• The Null Hypothesis H0: there is no essential change with a statistical significance between 

mean value of production of each of the four crops per acre before and during the crisis. 

• The Alternative Hypothesis H1: there is an essential change with a statistical significance 

between mean value of production of each of the four crops per acre before and during the 

crisis. 

Table (3) displays the results of the second hypothesis on the four crops in Idlib province. Table 
(3) demonstrates that the crisis has significantly affected the value of production of chickpea crops 
per acre in Idlib, although we assess that the crisis has also influenced the other crops’ value of 
production. We  converted the expenses and the value of production to the dollar instead of the 
Syrian pound, and studied the variations between the four crops’ value of production per acre in 
Idlib. The result said that there are essential changes between mean value of production of 
the four crops per acre before and during the crisis1. 

 

 Acre per production of Value Mean tweenbe Variations the Testing (3): Table 
Idlib in Crisis the During and Before 

                                                 

 
1- Note: While studying the income in dollars as it was 50Syrian pounds before the crisis and reached 
170Syrian pounds. We see the result as follows 
the four crops are (Sig value of 0.000 for wheat, 0.001 hay, 0.001 lentil, 0.000 chickpeas)  less than 0.05. 
Which means that there are some major difference in statistics of the average of one hectar from of the four 
crops in Idleb before and during the crisis. 

Results Testing (kgs) Idlib 
Crops 

Probability Difference ig.S 
 the During

Crisis 

 the Before

Crisis 

- Inessential 0.157 12616 7948 Wheat 
- Inessential 0.224 6447 7169 Barley 
- Inessential 0.328 7404 8333 Lentils 

95% Essential 0.043 14086 7899 Chickpeas 
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 note We Aleppo. in crops four the on hypothesis first the testing of results the presents (4) Table
 Aleppo in acre erp crops four the of production of value affected has crisis Syrian the that

crisis. the during and before 
 

 Acre per production of Value Mean between Variations the Testing (4): Table 
Aleppo in Crisis the During and Before 

 

 

To show the impact of the Syrian crisis on the four crops’ value of production, we studied the 
proportional change in mean value of production of those crops per acre. Diagram (6) shows a 
dramatic decline in mean value of 
production of the four crops per 
acre, before and during the crisis 
in both Aleppo and Idlib 
provinces. 
The value of production of one 
acre planted with wheat has 
decreased by 63.6% in Aleppo 
and 53.3% in Idlib. Barley value 
of production has decreased by 72.1% in Aleppo and 73.6% in Idlib, lentil value of production by 
79.1% in Aleppo and 73.8% in Idlib, and chickpea value of production by 75.2% in Aleppo and by 
47.5% in Idlib. Overall, the value of production of the four crops per acre has suffered a dramatic 
regression, by 69.5% in Aleppo and 61.9% in Idlib, due to the fierce war waged by the Assad 
regime on the Syrian people.   

Results Testing (kgs) Aleppo 
Crops 

Probability Difference ig.S 
 the During

Crisis 

 eth Before

Crisis 

99% Essential 0.010 8485 6855 Wheat 
95% Essential 0.040 5844 4368 Barley 
99% Essential 0.000 4174 5896 Lentils 
95% Essential 0.043 4696 5565 Chickpeas 
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Diagram (6): Regression of Mean Value of production per Acre  
Before and During the Crisis 

 

 During Decline production of Value and Regression Productivity Behind Factors Mean The
Syria: in Crisis the 

 

Aleppo and Idlib farmers are 
suffering many hardships during 
planting, harvesting, storing, and 
marketing their crops. Table (5) 
presents the mean difficulties in 
percentages before and during the 
crisis. During the crisis, the 
percentage of farmers experiencing 
hardships has dramatically increased in both provinces of (Aleppo and Idlib). 
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 Harvesting, Planting, in Difficulties Suffering Farmers of Percentage (5): Table 
Crisis. the During and Before Crops Marketing and 

Aleppo Idlib 
Hardships  the During

Crisis 
 the Before

Crisis 
 the During

Crisis 
 the Before

Crisis 
0% 0% 78% 3% Lack of Seeds 
64% 0% 85% 27% Lack of Pesticides 
65% 7% 87% 32% Lack of Fertilizers 
68% 1% 95% 48% High Fuel Costs 
69% 1% 52% 10% Lack of Labor 
40% 27% 62% 33% Lack of Ploughs 
37% 13% 58% 28% Lack of Irrigation 
63% 24% 72% 30% Lack of Harvesters 
68% 1% 78% 2% Lack of Transport for Crops 
37% 0% 15% 10% Lack of Storehouses 
67% 61% 10% 2% Lack of Sterilizers 
67% 45% 13% 17% Lack of Filtration Mechanism 
37% 0% 10% 10% High Transport Costs 
57% 0% 98% 5% Exchange Rate Fluctuations 

 

 

 

 Crisis the of Impact Direct

Farmers: the on 

 the of impacts direct and mean The
follows: as are farmers the by presented as crops on crisis 

1. Inability to attend to their crops at the right time. 
2. Prevented from planting. 
3. Lack of irrigation. 
4. Seizure of most of their lands. 
5. Crops burned. 
6. Crops pulverized. 
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Results: 

are: study this of results mean The 

1. An acre's mean productivity has declined by 53% for wheat, 70% for barley, 73% for lentils, and 
30% for chickpeas. Aleppo faced sharper declines than Idlib.   

2. An acre's mean value of production of the four crops has dropped by 69.5% in Aleppo and 
61.9% in Idlib. 

3. The major factors behind decreases in productivity and value of production are scarcity and high 
price of fertilizers, pesticides, and sterilizers; high price of fuel; and unavailability of automatic 
harvesters. 

4. Fluctuations in the exchange rates have increased costs for farmers. The farmer purchases the 
production equipment as per the dollar exchange rate, but sells his products in the local market 
for in Syrian pound. 

 

Recommendations: 

following: the recommends We findings, these of light In  

1- The Syrian Interim Government, the National Coalition of Syrian Revolution and 
Opposition Forces (SOC), and the international community should cooperate to end the 
air, missile, and artillery strikes and achieve the maximum level of safety for farmers to 
return to their lands.   

2- The Interim Government should secure pesticides, fertilizers, sterilizers, and fuel and 
offer them to farmers at affordable prices. 

3- The Interim Government should secure machines and supplies for ploughing, harvesting, 
sorting, and filtration systems and rent them to farmers to reduce their agriculture 
expenses. By providing the farmers with production supplies, the Government will enable 
farmers to work and employ agricultural laborers, thus securing their income and 
encouraging them to continue to work the land in Syria. 

4- The Interim Government should provide loans to farmers and purchase their crop 
production in return, especially wheat. After the Government purchases the crops, it 
should provide them to the Syrian people in order to alleviate the famine risk in Syria. 

These recommendations will allow the Interim Government to help meet farmers’ needs, so they 
can produce the necessary strategic crops for the Syrian people. 
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Appendix 1: Survey 

 Form No. Survey of  Crop Types and Difficulties in Agriculture and Marketing Before and During the Revolution 
 Date: 

/      /     /2014                       
Province Area Town 

 Crop Type: Wheat /             / Barley /             / Lentils /             / Chickpeas /             / 
A Data: Before the Crisis During the Crisis 
 Planted Areas:   
 

Value of Production 
Needs Used during 
the Crop Season: 

Seeds Organic 
Fertilize
r 

Mineral 
Fertilizer 

Pesticides Seeds Organic 
Fertilizer 

Mineral 
Fertilizer 

Pesticide
s 

/   / /       / /       / /       / /       / /       / /       / /       / 

   Rent/Seas
on 

 Rent/Sea
son 

 Land Ownership Owner  Renter   Owner  Renter   
 Labour Owner  Renter   Owner  Renter   
 Plough Owner  Renter      Owner  Renter   
 Harvest Manual  Auto  Manual       Auto   
 Irrigation Power  Diesel  Value Power Diesel Value 
 Irrigation Method Manual  Sprinkler  Manual Sprinkler 
 Pests Wheat Rust Sun Pest Worms Thin 

Her
bs 

Wheat Rust Sun Pest Worms Thin Herbs 

Broomrape Askokatia Thick 
Herbs 

Oth
ers 

Broomrape Askokatia Thick 
Herbs 

Others 

 Production per Acre Grains /          / kgs Hay /              / Grains /           / kgs Hay /             / 
 Marketing In Production 

Place 
/            / 

In Local 
Market 
/            / 

Transporta
tion Fees 
/                
/ 

In Production 
Place 
/            / 

In Local Market 
/            / 

Transportation 
Fees 
/                / 

 Selling Price per kg /                               / SYPs /                               / SYPs 
B  Agricultural Difficulties before the 

Revolution 
Agricultural Difficulties During the Revolution 

 Lack of Seeds   
 Lack of Pesticides   
 Lack of Fertilizers   
 High Fuel Costs   
 Lack of Labourers   
 Lack of Fuel   
 Poor Irrigation   
 Power Cuts   
 Other Difficulties 

(specify) 
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 Lack of Harvest 
Machines 

  

 Rare Labourers   
 Lack of Storage Bags   
 Lack of Transport for 

Crops 
  

 Other Difficulties 
(specify) 

  

D  Storage Difficulties before the Revolution Storage Difficulties During the Revolution 
 Storage Difficulties Lack of Storehouses Lack of 

Sterilizers 
Other 
Facto
rs 

Lack of 
Storehouses 

Lack of Sterilizers  Other 
Factors 

 Additional Value to 
the Crops 

Filtering Sifting Filtering Sifting 

E  Marketing Difficulties before the Revolution Marketing Difficulties During the Revolution 
 High Transport Costs   
 Fluctuated SYP 

Exchange Rates 
  

 Cancellation of 
Forward Sale 

  

 Low Product Price in 
Comparison with its 
Expenses 

  

 Other Difficulties 
(mention them) 

  

F  Direct Impacts of the Assad Attack Indirect Impacts of the Assad Attack 
 Preventing Agriculture  Fleeing Fear  
 Preventing Irrigation  Displacement  
 Preventing 

Agricultural Services 
 Low Prices  

 Seized Lands  High Expenses  
 Preventing Harvesting  Rare Transport Means  
 Pulverizing the Crops 

Before Growth 
 Checkpoints Separations  

 Burning the Crops  Lack of Labour  
 Other Impacts 

(specify) 
 Multitude Production Needs  

 Lack of Seeds  
Lack of Fertilizers  

  Brokers' Reluctance to Visit the 
Hot Spots 

 

Other Impacts (specify)  
 Notes for the Form Filler  
 Fill the form with dry a blue pen, clearly. 
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 Paragraphs A and E: Put X next to the right choice. 
 Paragraph F: sort the answers as per priorities by numbering them. Name of Survey Collector: 
 Questions with no spaces to fill should be answered manually. Signature: 
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